By Gregory T. Burns

Sally Smart: Second Grade Sleuth

Principal: Sally, as Principal, I can’t help but be concerned by your
behavior today. Miss Martin has filled me in on why you are so upset.
It doesn’t excuse your behavior on the playground, but I think Miss
Martin has something she would like to tell you. Miss Martin?
Miss Martin: Sally, this is very difficult for me, and I can only hope
that you’ll keep what is said in this office confidential. After all, it
is obviously important to you that you know the truth. There is no
need, however, for your fellow classmates to undergo years and years
of unnecessary therapy, simply because you couldn’t keep a secret.
Now are we clear on that?
Sally: Yes, Miss Martin.
Miss Martin: Sally, do you remember when we used every last penny
from our fundraising money and bought Sanjaya and Simon the biggest and best Happy, Happy Hamster House we could afford?
Sally: You said it was like Disneyland for Hamsters!
Miss Martin: Sally, do you have any idea how many accidents and
deaths occur at amusement parks each and every year?
Sally: (Alarmed.) You mean…
Miss Martin: Yes. There was an accident. I came to school early
three days ago…
Principal: You are so, so punctual, Miss Martin.
Miss Martin: I thought that the other teachers might notice my name
being first on the sign-in sheet again, feel intimidated by my determination and drive, and vote for me as Teacher of the Year this spring.
With that honor, not only would I receive a plaque with my name on
it, but the school would give me a gift certificate to The Sirloin Palace, where you can eat all the steak and salad bar your heart desires.
Anyway, as soon as I unlocked the classroom door, I could smell
mutilation in the air. At first, I thought it might just be our moldy
carpet, but no. It was mutilation. I threw down my book bag, containing eighteen sets of papers it took me half the night to grade…

This Duo Interpretation must be performed by a male and
a female. Because the friendship between Tracy and Matt
spans the course of thirteen years, the success of this script
will be determined by the performers’ abilities to portray a
variety of ages. Both performers should be just as flexible
at playing humor, as well as drama. All props mentioned in
the script should be performed with realistic pantomime. It
is important that the actress portraying Tracy be able to do a
decent Cher impersonation. During the talent show, Matt is
indeed singing words from Elvis lyrics, however, they should
be sung to the tune of the original Sonny and Cher song.
Both actors should be aware that chemistry is the one element that is needed in order for the audience to laugh, as
well as be touched, by their enduring friendship.

The present and various stages in Tracy and Matt’s
youth
Locations:
Tracy’s house, Matt’s backyard, backstage of an elementary school auditorium, onstage in an elementary
school auditorium, a junior high classroom, and a
cemetery
Cast of Characters:
Tracy
Matt
Time:

Tracy: (To audience.) Matt and I first met when I was five. My family
had just moved to suburbia, and my mother had a brainstorm. She
put flyers on all of the neighborhood doors inviting all mothers and
their appropriately aged children to an informal brunch. The goal
was to create an instant circle of friends for the both of us. When
the big day arrived, our house was filled with eight moms, seven little
girls, and Matt.
Tracy’s house.
Matt: I don’t want to be here. My mother’s making me.
Tracy: What’s your name?

Friends 4 Life

Scene Three: The Principal’s office.

NOTES
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Sally: (Showing Tyrone the fur balls.) See, Tyrone, these are…were…our
class hamsters. This one still has an eye attached!
Tyrone: Is that what those are? I’m ashamed of Valerie! Wasting
good vittles like that! You see, growing up without any money, my
Mama could really stretch a meal by using expired pets like hamsters,
turtles, parakeets… Well, you get the idea.. I tell you, when you’ve
got fourteen brothers and sisters, there’s nothing more satisfying
than to hear your Mama yell, “Kids, come on! Hamster Helper is on
the table!”
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Friends 4 Life

Matt: This is a Barbie party.
Tracy: No, it’s not. We’re playing Miss America. We all brought our
Barbie’s and we’re ready to have the swimsuit competition. We were
going to have evening gown, but two of the Brittany’s don’t have an
evening gown. All of our Barbie’s came with a swimsuit, so we’re just
going to have swimsuit competition and questions. Did you bring a
Barbie?
Matt: Noooo…
Tracy: Well, then you can hold Ken and be the judge. Okay?
Matt: Do I have to do anything?
Tracy: Just pick the winner. Okay?
Matt: (To audience.) The girls put on a CD and modeled their Barbie’s by holding their feet and slowly turning them to give the illusion of a runway catwalk… with attitude! Tracy did lie to me, however, when she said all I had to do was pick a winner. No, my duties
also included asking a question of each contestant. (Laughs.) I asked
each of the Barbie’s which bug they liked best. Stephanie, Tiffany,
Mallory, and Brittany to the Fourth Power squealed, grimaced their
faces, and shouted in no uncertain terms that they hated bugs. Then
it was Tracy’s turn to answer.
Tracy: I like too many bugs! Can I have more than one answer? I
like crickets and grasshoppers. Oh, I once kept a praying mantis
in a pickle jar for twelve days! And I like ants. In fact, I have an ant
farm out on the back porch. Wanna see?
Matt: And the winner is… That one!
Tracy: (To audience.) After I accepted the crown for Malibu Barbie
a.k.a. Miss California, all of the little girls and their mothers left that
afternoon. Matt, on the other hand, asked his mother if he could
stay and watch the ants in the ant farm out back.

Sally Smart: Second Grade Sleuth

Tracy: Hi, I’m Tracy Calloway, and this is Stephanie, Tiffany, Mallory, Brittany, Brittany, Brittany, and Brittany.

Sally: Oh, I know all about Bratz! You forget. I’ve known you and
your posse since pre-school days. But I find it interesting that if you
were to put your right hand over the B on your lack of a chest, it
would indeed be a perfectly imperfect spelling of the word Rats!
Valerie: Sally, I hope you’re not suggesting that the girls and I had
anything to do with the disappearance of those little furry freaks you
call your friends!
Sally: I don’t think I have to suggest anything, Valerie! I think the
evidence is hanging off of your knitted hat covering what, I can only
assume, is a missing brain!
Valerie: Sally, you are psychotic! What are you talking about?
Sally: Well, you don’t have to have four eyes to notice that you
and the girls have suddenly graced the school playground wearing
matching knitted hats, with two furry hamster balls hanging from the
knitted tie strings!
Valerie: You are insane! My mother knitted these hats for us with
her own two arthritic hands!
Sally: Was that before or after she snuck into our classroom, snuffed
out the life of Sanjaya and Simon, then sauntered home to perform
the daunting duty of skinning them?
Valerie: Sally, why don’t you try saying it, instead of spraying it. And
for your information, these are faux fur balls from JoAnn Fabrics!
Tyrone: (Interrupting the two girls.) Hey, foxy ladies, is there a problem here?
Valerie: Tyrone, are you grinning because you have a snake in your
pocket, or are you just happy to see us?
Tyrone: Oh, I’m just happy to see two super-fly foxy ladies on my
playground watch. (Pause.) And there’s a snake in my pocket. (He
pulls a small snake out of his pocket.) See?
Valerie: (Terrified.) Gross! Get that creepy-crawler away from me!
Sally: Listen, Tyrone. I know you have a lot of responsibility as playground monitor, but I am in the middle of solving one of the biggest
mysteries to ever disgrace our school. It seems that Miss Perfect here
is trying to play Miss Innocent when it comes to admitting she’s Miss
Guilty at being Miss Accomplice in the disappearance of Sanjaya and
Simon, our two missing hamsters from Miss Martin’s class!
Tyrone: (Impressed by Sally’s determination.) Girl! You’ve been doing
some sleuthing!
Sally: Tyrone, you might want to stand back a bit. The fur is about
to fly when I yank our missing class hamsters off Valerie’s knitted hat!
Sanjaya and Simon deserve a proper burial! (Sally yanks the two fur
balls off of Valerie’s knitted hat, and Valerie screams.)
Valerie: That did it! I’m telling the Principal! (Valerie storms off the
playground.)
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Matt: Matt Morgan.

